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The Power of Color
Every year a company called Pantone®
hosts a secret meeting where, after much
debate between representatives from
various countries around the globe, a
“Color of the Year” is chosen. This color
gives us designers and manufac-
turers something fun to look for-
ward to when helping our clients
update the look of their home. The
2015 Pantone color of the year is
Marsala, which thankfully pairs

well with the style and existing fur-
nishings of the masses (unlike lasts year’s Radiant

Orchard, which pretty much only worked for a little girl’s room).
Marsala is an earthy red that complements staple colors including grays,
blacks, beiges and browns.  You’ll be seeing it…everywhere!

With 2015 well underway, I have

sadly not followed through on my

New Year’s resolution to cook

more. I have, however, kept my

promise of embracing new design

trends of 2015. My favorite thing

about January is the design and

builder shows that showcase hot

new styles and trends in the resi-

dential market. Here are a few

things to consider if you’re ready to

freshen up your look, whether it’s

with a simple color palette change

or a major renovation project.

Melissa Roche Amos is a Las Vegas-based in-
terior designer and owner of Parlor 430. With
an eye for designing homes with that “I-want-
to-live-here” look, she is passionate about de-
sign and DIY rebuilds.She recently won the
HGTV reality show Brother vs. Brother. You
can reach Melissa at 702-758-4303. 

What’s IN –
What’s OUT?

Hot Design Trends

for 2015
By  Melissa Roche Amos

What’s IN:

What’s OUT:

Marsala

Radiant Orchard
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Brass is Back!
Don’t cringe when I say it, but bronze and brass are better than

ever. I'm not talking about the 1990’s kind of gold(ish) shower,

doorknob and plumbing fixtures. That, my friends, is definitely

outdated.  I am talking about a more vintage golden, brass color.

This is a perfect example of how the fashion world influences

interior design. An easy way to incorporate bronze without

going overboard: accessories. Frames that mix black and golden

bronze colors, serving trays with a gold pattern and mirrors are

all great choices. Better yet, mix in that Marsala Pantone® Color

of 2015 and a touch of vintage brass for a wonderfully fresh 

upgrade to your living room. 

OUT:

What’s IN:

What’s OUT:

Vintage Brass

Shiny Gold
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Cabinet Magic

A new trend in kitchens includes using large, integrated cabinet doors instead

of a bunch of individual doors of cabinets along your wall. These, less seg-

mented versions give a high end look  that’s clean and modern. This look is also

great for storing small kitchen appliances that normally take up precious coun-

tertop space, since the larger pantry style doors provide easy access. With the

help of a finish carpenter or cabinet maker you can even re-face or replace ex-

isting cabinet doors with this updated version, adding value and drama with

this rising trend in kitchens.

What’s IN:
Full Wall

Cabinet Systems

What’s OUT:
Single Panel 
Cabinet Doors
with Curved Tops
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Oak – The New, Old Wood

Unfortunately (or fortunately), oak from the 80's and 90's in a

honey finish went out with the shiny gold! The current trend in

oak and other wood furniture is to have a blonde or natural finish.

This natural, white washed wood is a happy medium between the

1990's golden oak and 2010 reclaimed wood look that wasn’t

super practical. Incorporate this new look by swapping a pair of

dark stained night stands with natural finished side tables, or go

big with natural or even grayish floors to lighten up a room while

disguising dirt and dog hair better than dark floors. 
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What’s IN:

What’s OUT:

Natural oak

Golden oak
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